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After a debate / discussion attended, this is Air's reply to a request or challenge to write an explanation of 
how she sees this governmental hearing tie in with providential history; and, it includes some of her 
comment at the meeting about the issue of emergency need for a wall at the American southern border: 
 
I for one just don't like the idea of 'a wall' ... I like 'no more walls' in the world. As the idealist that I am, 
walls for any reason flies in the face of my sense of what is ideal. 
 
I like a world also without national borders … Furthermore, I like a world with no 'need' for laws because 
we feel each other not through a people with people nervous system, but each and all through a Central 
Nervous System we are first individually, inclusively plugged into, that being The Heart of our One 
Creator Parent. I like us to be of uniquely different Human Family of equal Hearts under One Good God 
 
Parent's Sovereignty of Subject Heart... That would be my kind of apples … 
 
And there are billions of 'others' who have received the witness enough to feel the awestruck knowing that 
this is the very time for such a notion of what is ideal to have found the other side of that providential 
course so that it may be established to begin as it never has before in all of human history... 
 
This era that we all are living in, this era of modern day society … It is a time for the long-awaited Will 
and goal of all of history, a time that Heaven has made to form the lasting Roots of the First Parents Who 
are Bridegroom and Bride of one originally-intended ideal on earth as in Heaven ; and, we who have 
heard from Heaven anew about it into our deepest hearts want to give our all to attend the greatest of all 
revolutions as we cooperate to transform 'completely' from self-centeredness to 'God-Parent 
Centeredness.' We are of substantiated hope so that we see it as inevitable now, a matter of time... 
 
but 
 
we still live in a world where we have multiplied a base (a base with the first ancestor's chosen rebellious 
beginning since the Fall) a base actually of manifested connection with false god spirits of the word of a 
lie instead of the Word deepest in us all, a Word God Created by , a Complete Word lost since the Fall , 
Word of the Perspective and Emotion of true Love, Life and Lineage instilled into it by the Creator 
directly , a Word that and Was ever with our Creator God Parent and that is the Word of our Return to 
that same, unchanging Parent of all earth and Heaven Ideals. Billions of white -robed witnesses are now 
confessing having met the Parents Who have now rooted those originally-intended Ideals and know the 
Way to go all the Way to establishing them on earth as in Heaven. !!!. 
 
In the future ideal world, we will not need laws; but, now is still a transitional time when we need laws 
for the protection of choice to connect freedoms to providence as we pursue happiness ... 
 
As we are all in an immature spiritual state and still sinning, we need something more than ever before to 
fulfill God's Will. We need Second Coming of Christ Mission.to bring us into all the truth. .. 
 
The understanding of the age is that we need The Living Word among us on the level of the first sinless 
physical family on earth ( the first not just 'saved' partially as still sinning and giving birth to children 
with original sin in a worldwide sin cultural environment , but the first family realized as originally 
intended, the first sinless family that all others can engraft into for ultimate solutions that last along with 



true-love prosperity that last both physically and spiritually as our hearts (that had become deceitful above 
all things) can now be fed and guided into eternal heart life with our One Good Parent, through sinless, 
earthly Parents now Come from Heaven through the Christ Mission of Second Advent now at hand! 
because of the now lasting Root Parents established on earth Who have nothing to do with the Fall, we 
can now attend and follow Them into fullness of human experience meant to be. 
 
. (Wow! Did we ever even think that way in our everyday life as to that clarity of how God's Will is so 
personally relevant to each one of us? How have we otherwise thought diversely before in the limited 
understanding and stress living in contradiction and a norm of deficit of Love fulfillment that is all we 
have known relatively among each other?) 
 
Having been for so long and still presently in the state of ignorance , profound ignorance of ideals and 
experience of them, we yet need to enforce laws all must uphold for at least a relative decrease in the 
violence of the self-centered way of life, governmentally and privately practiced. We need to continue to 
protect and have consequences enforced to deter one person's abuse of another for their own benefit as 
they pursue self-gain as well as human need. 
 
Sometimes that involves the knowing or unknowing spread of disease of a few people to inflict many 
families of the populous (as is only one factor of need for border laws for immigration to proceed in an 
orderly way that respects the wellbeing of others of a nation's mothers and children (that they not be 
separated forcibly by … poverty or … death …because of others' who choose to put their own and others' 
families in the way of violence, even premeditatedly. 
 
Laws are need to protect one people who would put themselves as well as greater numbers of another 
people extreme risk as if a violent means justifies their end of their own human desires and needs. 
 
It has been clarified in this age of revealed truth, that that is actually a definition of 'evil.' (being forceful 
or manipulative to sacrifice the free will, conscience or freedom of others for my own individual or family 
benefit to prevail … my unlawful, often emotionalistic, choice for human desire and/or need to prevail by 
disregarding/suppressing others' lawful position of personally conscientious pursuit of human desire and 
need (simply because it doesn't agree with my own, seeing from self-centered viewpoint, which is always 
so prone to be limited and prejudicial ... 
 
It is about choice for myself to prevail at other's expense. It doesn't lastingly serve the true individual 
happiness and health we all humanly need. because of various forms of emotionalism surrounding the 
needs of some at the disregard of protecting law-abiding members of our human family. Their own 
choices of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness need to not be forcibly dominated by some kind of 
unlawful mob rule that takes advantage of or manipulates human empathy for one another. 
 
(Self-gain in this world is such a relative happiness way short of human potential to yet realize on earth as 
in Heaven. How to not get sucked in to put hope in making it an earthly end in itself.) 
 
Was it ever meant to be that we need to protect each other from each other's self-interests and special 
interests. We need laws to protect reputation, personal property, preservation of the natural world of 
creation , assets we have stewardship over, truthful school presentations for free learning pursuit, privacy 
, also safety from loss of life and limb that we can peacefully pursue choices for our own and each other's 
happiness as best as we so far see to. 
 
Crime, conflict and corruption of holistic health is inclusive of all people, not exclusive of one or another 
race or culture or political hope. We share a problem of how the human heart did become a self-deceit 
against the human truth of us as we did not give or decide for ourselves. This requires a certain 'humility.' 
No one of us can stand apart from it and enduringly prevail our own happiness... 
 
We have been a supporting cast of involvement via our own 'portion of responsibility' personally and 
lineally , and self-cast into a world norm of humanistic self-interests, out of touch with a God Parent of 
relevance to unite and cooperate us with a Will for our own healing and restoration. Isn't it? Well, I'm 
saying that now is a time in history when we can begin to see as never before what the state of our 
humanity is from the greater Viewpoint beyond all of our history of self-involvements. 
 
You may say some are not selfish. However, even though some may go dramatically far out of their way 
to take up for others, we are a people of rampant self-interests and prejudices that often lead to tunnel 
vision, 'emotionalism' 'humanism' as a people who want to control matters to suit whatever their own 
drum beat is that doesn't really submit or know how to let go and let God be our God-Parent Heart of our 
own heart to 'feel' and please for our own pleasure also in all things . 
 
Again, I want to say, proclaim, that this is a time as never before that we can opt in for missing links of 
that …if we can step back from strong precedent of trends that ignore or self-interpret or misrepresent 
God Parent's Heart with our own sincerity that doesn't really ask to see how my own idea needs to invite a 
bigger God Parent with a bigger Viewpoint.to be our own joy or sorrow to share. It is the only viewpoint 
to know what is best for all the people all the time. It is a Parent/child essentiality to harmonize all other 
relation of people and people. 
 
There is a phrase of the revealed truth of the age that teaches how the whole purpose must satisfy the 



individual self-purpose. Also, the self-purpose really cannot be comfortable, secure and at peace, satisfied 
without taking care of the purpose of the whole. What is accomplished for the whole without holistic 
unity around One Central Authority and Source of all's present and eternal human truth and needs? 
 
Once we have monopolized interpretations of the incomplete, metaphoric teaching and short time 
duration of Male Messianic Visitation (a Messiah of physical Life cut short, taken out of continuance of 
Mission completion on earth by earthly faith failures to believe and follow) , we make division out of 
religious experience with that Christ Lord and Deity== instead of allowing that Parent to be the Central 
Heart and Authority for us as national and world Family in that greatest common lineal tie. 
 
When we are impassioned to let the Word empower mostly our own experience that bonds with other's 
similar experience as a basis of our faith in what 'saves' us and others, there is an immaturity and 
limitation there we may inflict on others disrespectful of their own autonomy , intelligence and experience 
different from ours, as well as misrepresenting the God-Parent .... instead coming mostly only from our 
own direction for our own sake to feel good about ourselves, etc.; and, we create division because, none 
of us are the center of the unity we all need and the restoration we all need. 
 
Neither is my own and other's agreed interpretation of the Word the Center that can take us all the way 
into ideals restored. The most devout humanitarian servant as well as the most devout 'saved' religious 
person is still sinning, still with inherent conflict that needs many more stepping stones to well meet such 
a time as this. 
 
Do we really have a motive as a religious person that is all out for 'The Will of God beyond my own will' 
.... which is what a religious life would actually be about as a way of life not just concept , not just how I 
am doctrinally righteous despite still sinning, not just by the very real salvation/conversion experience 
that others need to have as I have had , not based on personal experience, but letting everything that 
comes to me be a continuum of growth through own personal responsibility in front of my Good Parents' 
Will toward ultimate ideals. 
 
Personal experience needs to be co-created anew in discovery of God's Will , 'breathed' anew every 
moment. 
 
Largely because we have not been clear enough about what that Will is, our motive returns to be about 
my own righteousness or self-interests for why I do what I do and whether judge myself 'good' or bad' 
compared to other people mostly , not by whether I am pleasing to One Good Parent or not by others … 
In other words, we often do what we do for how it reflects back my own judgment of myself and my own 
denominations judgment of me as righteous by that particular interpretation of Word we so far have, not 
by a direct interpretation of God, but an interpretation divisionally among people. 
 
Religious freedom is a divisional people preference because of ignorance of God's Viewpoint to unite 
around. . Do we not by that often pursue that other's get 'saved' by me in the same way I got 'saved' that 
suits myself in my denomination's teaching of men 'conceptually about' One God, (that is a part of 
'division' not unity)? I see us needing to feed the humility and hunger of heart for the most understanding 
more than ever before so that we can see how to come together and agree with One Will plainly the truth 
of the Bible and science and all philosophies etc. that it encompasses … (the plain truth Jesus said he 
wanted to tell us but we could not bear at the time of his own life …) 
 
To be about just the passion of this or that group of people who agree with each other and try to convince 
outsiders to be like them, have their experience as a religious solution, is not working. . It hasn't worked 
for lasting ideals, no matter how sacrificial and zealous people are with their efforts. Still no world peace 
we all need. 
 
What I try to point to is that God Creator of us all is a God-Parent of unchanged Ideals. All betterment of 
experience is only relatively better than what we experienced before , still locked into a limitation of 
glorious potential intended.. We need to know what that ideal health is and how we became 
broken/limited. We need to share a comprehensive vision of what the course of trust and substance is to 
invest in restoration . 
 
We need to know what the process is and 'be' the ones responding our hearts hunger to the awesome 
chance of this age, be the ones who establish ourselves to go all the way with the newly revealed process 
of experiencing really being Heavenly sons and daughters of lineage who go on to return, nothing short of 
resembling the original ideals and uniquely resembling the God Parent of them. 
 
Educating free choice to jump the ship of false beginnings and establish new beginning for Heavenly Will 
on earth was to be done together with the Christ Personage on earth Who show us God's Will to see and 
follow in Their own Word and Life as the direct Word of God to us, not translated through any inspired 
but yet fallen person. The first coming Christ Bridegroom came only after so much historical faith and 
obedience of a spiritual and physical foundation of a from chosen people, only when they succeeded with 
the needed faith and dedication to God's Will beyond self-will that could allow that level of God's 
Providence to go forward to a next level until the Coming of First and then Second Christ Mission. The is 
the content of providential history since the Fall.. 
 
There was necessity for 'conditions' to be made that met 'Principles' of formation, growth and perfection 



levels of growth over time to found the Coming of the Christ Messiah. It had to be on the basis of God's 
truth principles as the precedent for protection and reception of God's own Heaven-sent Son to physically 
and spiritually show God over a lifetime with the peoples, first among a prepared people. That Lord The 
Savior came to a chosen people under Roman dominance of their spiritual nation and to a people still in 
the belly of this hostile fallen world. 
 
However, there was a Plan of Heaven that could have gone all the way to bring the Kingdom of Heaven 
on earth, but for the failure of especially key chosen people to carry out their own portions of 
responsibility to receive and attend the Messiah's Advent; and, with the tragic death of Jesus on the cross, 
a bloody and painful additional two thousand years was necessitated as Jesus said he would come again. 
That would be this very time of the Second Coming of Christ Mission. A Day of greatest hope if we 
recognize and receive and attend The Bridegroom and Bride Lords … or a terrible Day if we deny and 
persecute The Second Coming. 
 
Each one of us needs to take on our own responsibility in all aspects of our lives ... to be fully obedient 
for the healing, forgiveness and Grace that allows us to seize the moment of history and go farther than 
Jesus did to accomplish with the Second Coming Advent, the same Way, Truth and Life of the same Will 
of God Creator our Parent. It is the same ultimate goal of all religions and churches and pursuits of 
happiness for the establishment of the Ideal originally intended on earth as in Heaven, the King and 
Queendom of God with us in every way to be sensed and learned and responded to in a two-realm world 
of Heart and Love Family, a Family of ever- growing family members … 
 
Individuals are potentialed free to mature and form those human-truth families of One Parent and One 
earthly First Parents of True Beginning. We would have learned true-love, life, love and lineage from 
Them naturally all of our eternal life, except for the Fall that involved our choice to disobey and be bound 
up with a false sovereignty over us. 
 
Once we think we don't need to return ourselves again to bow individually and as family units holistically 
around A Central Heart of our unity (humbly learning from and honoring a Being that is universally and 
historically beyond ourselves), we will not establish world peace, nor individual or family happiness of 
our humanity. Our efforts for peace and self-gratification would become futile. We have seen that we can 
only go so far by any power of our group and our abilities on our own. In the latter mindset, it is easy to 
become a them vs. us contention, thinking up creative strategies of insistence for my comfort status of 
'right' to prevail as it 'should.' 
 
Whomever we adjudge as being in the enemy position, we will be confronted by putting wind in sails that 
doom us as all being in the same boat. We need to see and admit to historical identity before a Light that 
exposes how it is that we all did come to have the 'fallen nature.' 
 
Otherwise, way too easy to all be in a violent storm of mob rule misusing laws, power and talents and 
sense of self-righteousness to prevail over 'wrong' and 'evil' others that are to blame, while 'we' are 'good' 
and have the only way of looking at it, etc.; but, the boat we are all in cannot reach it's providentially 
destined ideal for both our Creator Parent and ourselves by divisiveness with that Creator and each other; 
and that truth of our humanity is what a Creator of ourselves instilled in us. It is not instilled by ourselves 
as our own creator, nor changed by our own perspective of our own experience; so that, by insisting to be 
our own god of self dominating control to satisfy self, we will all still eternally need and regret painful 
lack of experience of it that comes from the Way of our Creator, not insisting on our own way. 
 
Therefore, all hurts of this age, all problems need to find what connection they have causally in the 
history of providential restoration . Our core hope must be realized to be the same core hope of The True-
Love Parent Creator, Who needs and has always needed our cooperation of spirit and body. 
 
Now we can begin to hear that Love Call more than ever and see clearly the Direct Image of the Parent 
Creator, Male and Female as He Created us, now seen and heard directly through the Sprit and Physical 
Bodies of the Second Coming Christ Lords, born 1920 and 1943, irrevocably victorious and going strong 
to inevitably bring The Kingdom of Heaven on earth as in the Word of Ideal Intent. 
 
How to each realize that how each one of us living in this age meets and receives the Personage of Second 
Messianic Coming is ultimately everything to lastingly heal our wounds, , solve all conflict and need and 
is everything to determine how posterity will esteem us and Bless us to look back on and celebrate and 
learn from, or not, May Grace for that awareness be a generous shower upon us all ... and manifest for 
Heavenly Glory only the more to further and share in those fruits together … 
 
 


